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I. Nominators’ statement
We nominate the Gallica digital library because we see it as a permanent innovation which
has been a key driver in adapting our library's secular organization and missions to the Digital
Age. Since its first release in 1997, every year has brought something new to Gallica. Each of
its successive versions has demonstrated the Library's constant effort to adjust to its online
environment and end users' expectations as well as to respond to other big player's initiatives.
More and more documents have been made available as the digital collection kept growing
thanks to major investments. New features, functionalities, services, cooperation and business
models have also materialized over the years, showing the creativity of the Gallica developers
as well as the high level of ambition and commitment of its overseers.
On the front end, Gallica has showed evidence of the Library’s ability to revisit its core
mission to promote the French cultural heritage in a digital form and to address the needs of
contemporary scholars as well as those of a much wider public in a rapidly evolving and
highly competitive environment. On the back end, Gallica has been an extremely stimulating
vehicle to organize long term change within the Library’s internal structure. Gallica has been
a constant source of pride to the BnF staff and has played a major role in encouraging them to
learn how to manage the many facets of a digital collection, from selection to long term
conservation. Since its foundation, Gallica has also federated and inspired many other digital
libraries, in France and abroad. The BnF has indeed been eager to share its digital experience
and findings with other national institutions all over the world. It has also taken an important
part in regional initiatives such as Europeana. We nominate Gallica in recognition of the
benefits it has thus brought its end users as well as other heritage and research organizations.
We would also like to nominate data.bnf.fr, younger companion application to Gallica.
Launched in 2011, data.bnf.fr is the Library’s latest proof of concept to experiment Semantic
Web standards and Linked Open Data technologies along with new bibliographic data models
fit for better visibility, management and usage of library metadata on the World Wide Web. In
less than two years, data.bnf.fr has really changed the face of the BnF catalogues, making
bibliographic records much more visible and attractive and linking them to a variety of other
datasets. Data.bnf.fr nicely complements Gallica as it drives a wider audience towards the
digital library directly from search engines. But it also reveals collections which have not
been digitized yet and had remained hidden in the long tail of catalogue silos until then.
Data.bnf.fr thus demonstrates the high potential of the BnF to change its bibliographic legacy
into big, linked and open data just as Gallica had led the Library to experiment the many
aspects of managing the transformation of analogue to digital collections.
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We nominate Gallica and Data as the two faces of BnF’s digital strategy. The former can be
seen as a pioneer in our digital innovation effort, but its longevity shows that the Library has
been capable of maintaining its ambition in the long run by building a sustainable
development and cooperation model around it. Gallica’s history shows indeed that we
managed to “ingest” innovation and make it part of the ground structure, culture and networks
of the Library. The latter demonstrates the Library’s capacity to take a fresh look at an old yet
fundamental library object – the catalogue. The promising start of data.bnf.fr shows that our
institution has thus been capable of turning rather ancient data and applications into new,
inspiring sources of innovation. Thanks to those combined approaches, both primary
documents (digitized collections) and secondary references (bibliographic records) now
converge towards the Web where their users have moved as well.
The National Library of France would be very proud and honored to be granted the Stanford
Prize for Innovation in Research Libraries.

II. Narrative description
1. THE GALLICA DIGITAL LIBRARY: AN ONGOING INNOVATION

gallica.bnf.fr
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1.1 A BRIEF HISTORY OF GALLICA
Back in the late eighties, former French president François Mitterrand envisioned a library "of
a totally new sort" which would include a virtual library made available to the public from the
new library premises which were to be built on the Eastern side of Paris. In 1988, the project
was thus formed to design a computer station from which patrons could access both incopyright and out-of-copyright digitized documents. In the French president's words, this
system was to form a virtual collection of ca. 100,000 titles and 300,000 images, a selection
of materials representative of what a late 20th century "honest man" could have expected to
find in the new French national library.
With the spectacular expansion of the World Wide Web in the mid-nineties, the initial project
however required important adjustments: it was decided that the virtual library should be
made accessible to all and from everywhere rather than from the sole reading rooms of the
new building, via a dedicated website: gallica.bnf.fr. As a result, and due to intellectual
property legal restrictions, a third of the collections which were initially intended to be
included in the virtual collection had to be dropped from the project as they were still incopyright.
In 1997, the first version of the digital library Gallica went online. It displayed only a few
thousands of texts in image mode. During the following years, the collection kept growing,
monitored by a dedicated team of librarians who were selecting documents deemed to form a
representative sample of the French national heritage. Some special collections, including non
textual materials, were progressively added to Gallica as well.
In 2000, the following release of Gallica featured many iconographic documents as well as
the first books and serials to be digitized in text mode. The collection was getting larger and
thus harder to search and browse: the BnF had begun demonstrating its technical ability to
produce and display digitized documents on the Web but the overall identity and purpose of
the digital library still remained to be invented. The Gallica team therefore started to conceive
well-structured and thematic collection sets featuring special topics such as "Utopies" (2000),
"Voyages en France" (2001) or "Voyages en Afrique" (2002). Those sets were designed to
offer contextualized means to discover the digital collection, adding introductions,
chronological or cartographic information.
In 2004, the first collection policy charter was written and published in order to clarify
Gallica's contents scope and digitization selection criteria. It aimed at answering the growing
need to provide coherent terms of reference and guidelines about what was to be digitized and
found in Gallica. The collection then consisted of 100,000 printed documents, 80,000 images
and 30 hours of sound recordings, most of which in the disciplines of History, Literature and
Sciences. Most of this material was in French language, out of copyright, covered a wide
chronological scope (up to the second half of the 20th century) and displayed a great diversity
of document types (books, reviews, newspapers, musical scores, engravings, photographs,
maps, sound recordings...). Digitization programs (such as the program dedicated to French
newspapers, initiated in 2005) were designed according to the criteria of this policy. At the
same time, Gallica benefited from the progress made in optical character recognition (OCR)
technology and a growing number of documents were consequently digitized both in image
and text modes. As a result, searches within the digital library search system became more
efficient and comprehensive.
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2005 was a turning point in the history of Gallica. Following Google's announcement to
launch Google Books and BnF President Jeanneney’s strong and widely advertised views on
the matter, the BnF decided to radically expand the scale and speed of its digitization program.
With the support of the European Commission, it also encouraged other European national
libraries to do the same and to join their efforts in the making of a European digital library
which became Europeana.
From 2006, Gallica truly turned into the "flagship" of a new phase in the modernization of the
BnF. After opening a new building in 1998, the time had come for the Library to invest the
digital world more drastically. The goal of 100,000 new digitized documents per year (both in
image and text modes) was set and became the rule. This expansion had a huge impact on the
library's organization. Many more people became involved in the making of Gallica, from the
stacks clerks and librarians to the datacenter computer scientists and operators. Gallica was no
longer a dedicated team's niche. It became a top-priority endeavor for the whole library.
While the project had initially been run by a small group within the BnF’s "digital library
department" (created in 1998 and disbanded 10 years later to the benefit of existing
departments), developing Gallica at a larger scale soon required embarking staff from a great
variety of units: collections (for the selection of documents and the management of stacks),
conservation (for running the actual digitization process and monitoring the contracts with the
companies in charge), cooperation (for developing the front end, services and partnerships of
Gallica), Information Technology being involved in most of these processes. This evolution
was quite abrupt, imposing quick changes in the organization, which had no choice but to
learn by doing.
After years of thinking the collection in rather small, thematic datasets from the perspective of
the "honest man" ideal library, contents now had to be defined and managed at a much larger
scale, in compliance with the technical and economic constraints of industrial digitization.
Selection as well as quality assurance criteria and processes needed be reviewed at this new
scale: mass production. At a technical level, it was for instance at that time that each digitized
document was attributed a unique and persistent identifier (ARK). Providing access to a much
larger collection and modernizing its interface and services in line with the major changes
which were happening at the same time on the Web also required investing many more
resources in the actual Gallica software. The Gallica development team expanded
considerably (up to 12 FTE) and the software was consequently completely renewed, adding
many more functionalities to the initial product in order to make it more competitive. It is the
same team who developed the prototype of Europeana and then used its code as a basis to
build the release of Gallica which was launched in 2007.
In 2008, after three years focused on growing internally in parallel with the creation of
Europeana, the BnF decided, under the leadership of its new president Bruno Racine, to
develop a wider variety of partnerships aimed at expanding the digital library in new
directions and at finding a sustainable development model. The initial idea of offering both
public domain and in-copyright contents in Gallica was revisited and a new business model
encouraging public-private partnership was experimented with success. An agreement was
settled between the BnF and a group of French publishers and e-distributors in order to
display in-copyright publications in Gallica. In-commerce book titles can be searched and
found together with the out-of-right resources digitized by the BnF and then bought directly
on the e-distributors' commercial services. However, when viewed from inside the library
premises, in-copyright publications can be used for free. This project set the occasion to
develop a distinct interface of Gallica, designed for dedicated in-house usage by researchers
4

(Gallica Intra Muros). This new, domestic view of Gallica gave a strong argument for the
Library to continue attracting visitors to its physical locations: even if more and more
documents were made available online, paying a visit to the BnF remained worth the trip
since you could access locally digital resources which you would need to pay for otherwise.

gallicaintramuros.bnf.fr (only accessible from the BnF reading rooms)
During the same period, Gallica also benefited from a growing number of partnerships with
other French libraries and public institutions. The BnF and the French ministry of Culture
allocated special grants to help digitize holdings from other public and academic libraries in
France which would then converge towards Gallica, whether digitized by the partner
institutions or by the BnF.
In 2010, as the audience expected to see more from the treasures of the Library, the BnF also
initiated a new digitization program dedicated to exceptional holdings (manuscripts, maps,
engravings, posters, musical scores...) coming from its most valuable and rare collections,
including the famous “Réserve”. Finally, the outcome of these manifold efforts was a radical
change in scale and features of Gallica compared to what had been initially envisioned back in
1997. Gallica displayed 1 million documents in 2010, 1.5 million in 2011 and 2 million in
December 2012. As illustrated in figure 1, Gallica now offers a volume and variety of
documents which surpass by far its founders' initial plans. It has reached a critical size and
depth of collections (in terms of thematic, chronological, geographical or medium coverage)
making it a valuable and sustainable reference virtual library for a wide range of communities,
whether in the academic world or for the general public.
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Gallica today and tomorrow
The latest developments and plans for Gallica include expanding its presence on the social
networks and developing direct interactions with its end users, adjusting to the mobile boom,
encouraging re-use of its resources by third parties, and inventing many more cooperation and
business models aimed at guaranteeing its sustainability in the long run and at consolidating
its role as a true national digital library. These various improvements, all performed by using
agile methods of software development, are presented in further details below.
1.2 GALLICA TRULY CARES ABOUT ITS END USERS
Over the past years, Gallica has developed a series of user-centered functionalities designed to
improve search relevancy, comfort in consulting a great diversity of document formats and to
accommodate more recent user requirements, be it mobility, information sharing or social
networking.
Smart search
The basic and advanced search functionalities of Gallica use and combine both the descriptive
and standardized MARC, EAD or DC metadata as they show in library catalogues and OAI
repositories as well as the OCR. It should be noted that he BnF has set high quality standards
for OCR and has undertaken retrospective OCR campaigns for the older digital holdings
dating back from the early days of Gallica. A search engine is available to perform basic and
advanced, multi-criteria search. However, since it was felt this engine was not properly
scaling up as the digital collection was expanding, a new, semantic search engine is under
development and currently available for online testing from a public test platform (Gallica
Labs). Feed-back by all users willing to give it a try is welcome. The development of
data.bnf.fr has proved to be another valuable and promising approach to improve the visibility
of the digital collection via search engines.
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gallicalabs.bnf.fr
Get on board Gallica Labs and check out the future functionalities of your digital library!
Discover Gallica’s new search engine and see what you can find!
Smart browsing
Gallica is also offering a wide range of browsing functionalities fit for the consultation of
collections of different types which can be quite challenging to display. Such functionalities
include: leafing through the documents, scrolling, zooming, viewing thumbnail mosaics
displaying the constituting elements of a same document, viewing a block calendar-like
interface to browse and access serials and monographs in several volumes, browsing books
via their table of contents.
Gallica made mobile
To remain present where its users go, Gallica inevitably had to
quickly adapt to the growing market of tablets and smart phones.
Its latest development efforts have consequently been devoted to
mobile devices. Since 2012, a free Gallica app is available for
iPad (downloadable from the App Store) and Android tablets
(downloadable from Google Play). The Gallica app offers the
basic search functionalities within the full collection. Each
document can be bookmarked, downloaded, or shared by email,
Facebook or Twitter. The Gallica app for iPad is quite
successful: it was downloaded 50,000 times in the two months
following its release in the Fall of 2012. The BnF is now
planning to release similar apps for smartphones in 2013 along
with a mobile version of the Gallica website.
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Gallica iPad app

1.3 A LIBRARY DESIGNED FOR USE AND RE-USE
Terms of use
The documents to be found in Gallica are subject to some rights limitations which are stated
in the Gallica terms of use 1. Most of these documents are in the public domain and can be
used free of charge, subject to compliance with the current French legislation and notably the
inclusion of the source’s statement. Commercial use is subject to payment and covered by a
license. Conditions may be different when the documents are provided by third parties, who
determine their own terms of use. They are obviously more restrictive for the in-copyright
resources displayed in Gallica in cooperation with vendor partners (e.g. publishers and edistributors). This being said, the BnF wishes to facilitate the largest dissemination of Gallica
contents within those limits. It has therefore developed services which encourage each user to
take full ownership of "his" or "her" Gallica. It should be noted that those services do not
compete with commercial services run by the BnF (high resolution and professional online or
in-house reproduction services) or its commercial partners (who propose print on demand and
similar services).
Off line
It is possible to download all Gallica documents in JPEG or PDF file formats - and even in
ePub format, for a growing number of publications- as well as excerpts from high resolution
images using the JPEG 2000 Zoom. Users can thus build and store their own local, off-line
library if they wish to.
Online
Many other options are available as well for online use and reuse of Gallica. Each user can
create a personal account where he can bookmark, tag and organize his documents and thus
build and maintain a personalized online view of Gallica. RSS feeds can be activated
according to users' preferences so as to alert them every time a new document in a given
domain or matching a specific query of their choice has been newly digitized and published.
Such feeds can be easily integrated in blogs, web browsers or RSS aggregators. Gallica offers
a selection of feeds by default but users can define more specific ones to their liking. Unique
and persistent ARK identifiers corresponding to every Gallica document can easily be copied
and quoted. They are most helpful for the identification and the management of all documents.
Sharing Gallica resources on the social networks
The Gallica team has furthermore developed a range of functionalities aimed at encouraging
the dissemination and sharing of Gallica resources on the Web in general and the social
networks in particular. You can send a Gallica document or reference by email. You can
download and post a thumbnail of the same document (to post it on your own blog for
instance), by copy-pasting its HTML code. Thanks to the exportable reader (which was
awarded the Innovation Prize at The French event i-expo in 2011), you can set up the leafing
through of the same document directly from your own website or blog, with many available
options. This reader can for example be inserted on one's Facebook wall with one click.

1

http://gallica.bnf.fr/html/editorial/conditions-use-gallica-s-contents
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Gallica exportable reader
1.4 REACHING OUT: INTERACTING WITH THE SOCIAL NETWORKS

Tell us what you think about us!
In the past years, the Gallica team has successively explored most of the standard Web
technologies and mediation strategies which could help the Library reach its users online
rather than waiting for them to find the Gallica website by themselves. In addition to
“Assistance Gallica”, an email service which guarantees within 48 hours an answer to all
questions sent by Gallica users via email (with an average twenty emails received daily), a
blog, an online newsletter, Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest accounts were launched in the past
years or months in order to address various needs and communities. The greatest attention has
been given to the development and entertainment of this online community of Gallica fans
who are also the best promoters of the digital library.
This mediation strategy promoting direct online interaction between curators and end users is
rather new to the BnF. It has led the staff to experiment online front service organizations of a
new kind within the Library, putting subject librarians with strong expertise of the collections
together with digital curators experimented in community management. It involves
9

maintaining a daily presence on the Web and literally inventing a digital brand for Gallica on
the main social networks. By highlighting every day, sometimes every hour, Gallica contents,
findings, guests, stories and imagining a slightly offbeat style, the Gallica team has managed
to gather a constantly expanding community: 20,000 Facebook fans, 10,000 Twitter fans, 500
Pinterest fans (at the end of 2012)2. There are also 500 visits every day on the Gallica blog,
and 40,000 registered subscribers to its monthly online newsletter. Those who comment and
reuse Gallica contents are thus encouraged to publish their own views and to engage a live
conversation of a new kind with BnF curators.
Altogether, this user-driven strategy has proven successful. The periodical quantitative and
qualitative statistics and surveys run by the BnF show an increasing level of traffic and
satisfaction. Consultation of Gallica has risen most significantly in the past years, reaching the
figure of an average 30 to 40,000 daily individual visitors on gallica.bnf.fr at the end of
2012. That same year, total traffic on Gallica totaled 11 million visits, with 65% of visitors
spending more than 15 minutes on the application. The following charts provide detailed
figures as to the numbers of visits, individual visitors and page hits.

X10 IN

4 YEARS

2

http://blog.bnf.fr/gallica/
http://www.bnf.fr/lettre_gallica/
http://www.facebook.com/GallicaBnF
http://twitter.com/GallicaBnF
http://pinterest.com/gallicabnf/
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1.5 A TRULY COLLABORATIVE NATIONAL DIGITAL LIBRARY
Gallica has benefited from no less than 180 partnerships around the country since 1997,
demonstrating its ability to aggregate many contents and initiatives and to develop as a truly
collaborative national digital library. Gallica thus aggregates and federates resources which
were previously scattered around the country. The national digitization program attached to
its development has opened new funding possibilities to digitize collections from institutions
which would otherwise have been unable to undertake the same effort by themselves - or with
less visibility, or at a much higher cost. This is true for public and academic libraries along
with regional archives and other public administrations as well as for partner publishers and edistributors (promoting in-copyright contents on Gallica) as explained above. As shown in
Chart 3, there are indeed several ways to partner with Gallica and the BnF has kept exploring
a variety of cooperation models.

Digitization by the BnF for third parties
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The BnF may digitize collections held by partner institutions and display them in Gallica
together with the collections from the National Library when the partner agrees to and
qualifies for specific thematic digitization programs (there are for instance dedicated
programs in the following disciplines or topics: Law, Art history, World War One history,
publications from learned societies and the French academies...). In that case, the partner’s
collections are digitized directly by the contractors of the BnF, the BnF being in charge of
monitoring the complete workflow and post-processing until the documents become visible in
Gallica. After digitization, partners wishing to conserve them are given digital copies of their
documents, free of charge. This works for prints as well as for some special and rare
documents such as manuscripts and ancient maps. Out of the 70,000 printed documents
currently digitized by the BnF each year, a third come from third parties through agreements
of this kind.
Integration in Gallica of collections already digitized
The BnF may also add to the Gallica collections of documents which have already been
digitized by third parties who decide to partner with the BnF in order to gain more visibility.
In that case, either the BnF harvests the corresponding metadata (using the OAI-PMH
protocol) or it integrates the digital files in the Gallica repository. For libraries which already
have their own digital interface and for the cooperation with publishers and e-distributors,
metadata harvesting is the preferred option. The full content of in-copyright publications is
also indexed in order to improve the full-text search directly from the Gallica search engine.
As explained earlier, if a Gallica user finds a result to his search matching an in-copyright
resource, he will be redirected to the corresponding publisher's or e-distributor's platform
where the document can be purchased. If partner institutions don't run a digital library of their
own but have performed digitization programs, then the integration of the files directly in
Gallica is the preferred option. This solution comes with a guarantee from the BnF to
maintain the long term preservation and accessibility of these files in the BnF digital
preservation repository SPAR, which is usually seen as a great additional service by smaller
libraries who could otherwise not afford such preservation measures.
Gallica’s contributions to other digital libraries and initiatives
Cooperation with Gallica cannot be one-sided. Gallica supports re-use of its contents not only
by end users (as presented above) but also by other libraries and cultural organizations in
France and overseas. OAI repositories are the most popular and easy way to import large sets
of references and persistent links to Gallica documents. It is by means of this protocol that
Gallica is being signaled in big catalogues and regional digital libraries such as OCLC’s
WorldCat, Internet Archive’s Open Library or Europeana. But smaller digital libraries (using
smaller datasets, usually selected and linked to via the Gallica exportable reader) have also
included selected Gallica resources of interest to their communities directly in their local or
thematic interface. In France, the public libraries of Rennes and Roubaix show interesting
examples of this approach. Gallica also cooperates at the international level by bringing its
collections, know-how, and expertise to digitization and research & development projects.
This is particularly true with European projects such as Europeana Regia (to which 15 French
libraries contribute through the BnF), Europeana Collections 14-18.
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A new cooperation model: “Gallica White Label”
Whatever the form of cooperation, the BnF always mentions the original source of third party
collections and displays them in an interface allowing for some customization so that each
partner institution gets some credit for its contribution and retains its digital identity within
Gallica. Customization is currently the main area of development for Gallica's partnerships as
a new cooperation model is currently being tested under the name "Gallica Marque Blanche"
(Gallica White Label). The concept is as follows: partner institutions (whose collections
complement those of the BnF) accept to donate a copy of their digital files to the BnF so that
these files are ingested, conserved and displayed in the complete Gallica workflow and
software suite. In return, the BnF provides a customized version of the Gallica software to the
partner, which only points to the contents of its choice. The partner is free to choose the name,
branding and look and feel of the interface. They may edit and provide local or specific
additional contextual information of their choice. This concept is currently being tested for ca.
100,000 documents belonging to the National and University Library of Strasbourg which
should come online in 2013. Strasbourg’s digital collections will therefore be displayed
within the national, Gallica interface and in a dedicated, separate interface at the same time.
More libraries, in France and abroad, have already expressed interest in similar arrangements.
This new approach could lead to great savings and gains of visibility among public
organizations interested in building a digital library while leaving each institution with the
choice to keep their own brand and choice of service at the local level.
New private partnerships
In order to amplify its digitization efforts, the BnF continues to explore new business models
involving commercial transactions or entities. We already mentioned the partnership with
publishers and e-distributors for reserved-right publications. The “adopt a book” service,
launched in 2010, attempts to test the potential of private donations. Donors are invited to
select books they wish to adopt in order to be digitized. For each document, the cost of
digitization is quoted, with a tax deduction of 66% for individual donors and of 60% for
companies granted as provided for by the French legislation. In acknowledgement of their
support, donors’ names are mentioned alongside the digitized documents on Gallica for a
period of 10 years.
Last but not least, the BnF intends to sign contracts with private companies interested in
funding the digitization process of some particular collections and retaining related
exclusivity rights for several years. This model has been adopted only recently, and the BnF
created a private subsidiary (“BnF Partenariats”) to manage such projects. Contracts were
recently signed regarding digitization of music records as well as rare books. Contracting
companies will have the right to commercialize services based on the digitized documents for
a period of time. In return, the BnF will be receive a copy of those files and integrate them in
Gallica intra muros and/or Gallica. Documents will remain fully accessible, free of charge for
researchers, from the library premises from the beginning of each project (via “Gallica Intra
muros”) while only a part of it will be made visible on the online version of Gallica. A similar
approach may apply for the digitization of out of print 20th century books, an ambitious
project which will be launched in 2013 in partnership with publishers’ and authors’
representative organizations.
The Gallica Galaxy in a nutshell
As public as well as private partnerships keep developing around Gallica, the BnF digital
library is entering a new phase of its history where we need to envision its industrialization.
There is more than one Gallica, and various Gallica views or versions are likely to develop
and coexist in parallel over time:
13



the “national” digital library online (aggregating all out of right collections and providing
references and excerpts for in-right material): Gallica – and its mobile versions
 its R&D version, where users can test apps and functionalities under development:
Gallica Labs
 its in-house dedicated version (adding to the online version free access to in-right
resources coming from private partnerships or collected via digital legal deposit): Gallica
Intra muros
 “White labels” of Gallica (Gallica Marque blanche), using its technology and collections
under a customized brand, soon to be experimented with the National and University
Library of Strasbourg in Alsace.
The Gallica galaxy thus offers a lot of flexibility to accommodate various rights situations and
cooperation and business models.
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2. BIBLIOGRAPHIC LINKED OPEN DATA:
DATA.BNF.FR

data.bnf.fr

2.1 PROJECT MOTIVATIONS
BnF’s motivations to undertake the data.bnf.fr project 3 do not differ from those commonly
acknowledged by other libraries engaged in the Linked Open Data (LOD) expanding
movement. They combine the pressing need to address economic and staffing concerns in
cataloguing matters and the wish to explore new, exciting LOD-related technological
opportunities.
Economic concerns: making the most of bibliographic metadata
In times when institutions increasingly have to demonstrate their public purpose, value and
output, they need to return more tangible benefits to their organization and the society at large
from the considerable public efforts which have been invested in cataloguing heritage and
research collections over the past decades. Furthermore, libraries like the BnF cannot afford
anymore to catalogue by themselves all the resources they conserve as the amount of
collected material (be it print or digital) keeps growing while staff resources decrease. In
recent years, Semantic Web technologies and LOD at large have been regarded as a possible
answer to this situation: they provide a great opportunity to encourage a much wider
dissemination and reuse of in-house standardized bibliographic metadata on the one hand and
to use those produced by others (within and outside library communities) on the other.
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Getting more visibility
Semantic Web technologies and standards furthermore carry the promise of increased online
visibility and linking opportunities for library bibliographic records in a context where
traditional library catalogues are seriously rivalled (if not defeated) by generic search engines.
Library catalogues are usually stored as relational databases and are of little use to web search
engines. Users can’t access these catalogues through library portals unless they already know
the service exists. At the BnF, it is of course possible to access all of the resources and
services through the Library website (www.bnf.fr) but few of them are indexed by search
engines and whenever they are, it is difficult to sort results in a relevant manner. As a matter
of fact, users are very unlikely to find any BnF resources directly from a search engine
interface unless they already know about the Library.
Revealing the high value of library metadata in the Web environment
Another underlying assumption of this project is that bibliographic data are of high value,
both in content and structure, in the Web context and that we should make the most of this
information in a highly competitive environment. Typed, normalized and labelled data are the
basis of Web search. With record identifiers and labels, libraries already identify resources in
a uniform way. Through the links between works, authors and subjects and the maintenance
of reliable authority files, BnF librarians have been “linking data” for years without knowing
they were maybe preparing their datasets to get the best possible exposure on the World Wide
Web. With more than 12 million records, all structured and linked together within an
information system which has been linking authority and bibliographic files since the end of
the nineties, the BnF main catalogue relies on two million accurate and reliable authority
records about authors, corporate bodies, works and subjects. Records are maintained, with
permanent URIs (ARK identifiers, just like those for Gallica documents). They make it
possible not only to identify and quote resources, but also to gather access to the resource, so
as to identify it, to check if it is relevant for a search, and to find an access to it, be it a digital
or a non-digital resource. When we decided to start the project, we believed that this already
highly structured and internally linked huge dataset could be rather easily transformed in
automated ways following the Semantic Web standards and thus become a valuable
contribution (in size as in quality) from the French to the Web of data.
Data.bnf.fr and Gallica
It should be noted that while data.bnf.fr has been implemented in the light of the Gallica
project and some of the lessons learnt from its development, it should not be seen as a mere
complement to the BnF digital library. Data.bnf.fr plays a growing part in making Gallica
resources more visible. However, the application leads a life of its own as its ultimate scope is
to cover the whole of BnF catalogues and resources – not only the digital collection of Gallica.
Even with Gallica reaching the key figure of 2 million digitized documents in 2012, there are
still many more millions of described documents in the BnF main catalogue, not to mention
other resources (in other description formats, such as EAD, or stored in other applications).
The point is to expose most if not all of these contents, not only the digital items.
A proof of concept to launch a bigger bibliographic revolution?
The BnF has therefore implemented data.bnf.fr, a web interface bringing together data and
links and expressing legacy as well as current bibliographic, rich, highly structured and
standardized information according to Web standards. The ultimate and very simple goal of
this project is to lead end users to find and reuse the information they need in our data, be it
information from a bibliographic record, or a full document if it can provided.
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Data.bnf.fr should be furthermore regarded as the starting point of a more global rethinking of
the BnF’s bibliographical activity and cataloguing strategy in the next ten years, in line with
similar movements engaged around the globe and with the recommendations from the W3C
Incubator group report on Library Linked Data4. While the BnF is engaged in international
discussions on new bibliographic models, formats and cataloguing rules and standards such as
FRBR and RDA, data.bnf.fr has proved to be a very useful proof of concept to start learning
by doing, getting our hands dirty with the actual data and not only their model, thus
addressing from the start and step by step the practical implications and opportunities of the
announced bibliographic world revolution rather than in pure theory and at a discouraging
scale.

2.2 TECHNICAL BASELINE
The data.bnf.fr project is still at an early stage of its development. Data modelling and
specification work began in 2009, actual development started in November 2010, and a first
version went online in July 2011. What we present here is just an introduction to an
application which has been operating online for only 1,5 years and is currently shifting from
proof of concept to a running service.
Web pages of a new sort based on the FRBR model and fit for search engines
The data.bnf.fr application was designed to be usable by individual, human-driven browsers,
navigating through the various pages of a website. It basically generates web pages providing
standardized information, references and links about authors, works or subjects, which users
can find on their usual search engines, and from which they can browse. These landing pages
have to be easy to find and easy to understand. They bring together descriptive data organized
in a way that complies with FRBR requirement and entities. For a given author, for instance,
you will find all the links to the web pages of the relevant works (by and about the author, in
two different sections). For a work, you will find a link to its author’s page, but also to all the
other manifestations of the work (bibliographic resources, online material…).
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http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/lld/XGR-lld-20111025/
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Beside the FRBR-type organisation of the bibliographic information, the other main
innovation is that the application is primarily intended to be used by machines and search
engines in particular. Data.bnf.fr groups and exposes online data in RDF form coming from
heterogeneous sources which can be easily indexed by search engines and densely linked to
other resources, either internal to the BnF (its General catalogue and Archives and
manuscripts catalogue, Gallica...) or external (the Union catalogue for French Research
libraries Sudoc, the French Union catalogue CCFR, WorldCat, VIAF, Wikipedia…). In order
to facilitate data dissemination and reuse, all raw datasets are made available for free
download as RDF dumps.
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The pages built from data.bnf.fr are not destined to replace the existing catalogues and other
silos of data they exploit, but to provide some “glue” between them. In short, they aim at
making the library data work better on the Web, by delivering a service of information, with
structured explicit data and permanent URIs, some sort of bibliographic information hub
which is to provide a trusted environment made of reliable data.
These web pages provide a range of advanced functionalities (filter by type, export and send,
quote on social networks…). Links are furthermore provided to other online services where
the user is likely to find relevant information if the current page did not provide enough
information. Data can also be retrieved automatically from other open datasets so as to
improve matching, and to provide information from these sets. Linking both ways (in and out
of data.bnf.fr) has proved to be the best approach to integrate the BnF data set into the “linked
data” cloud where it is already acknowledged to be valuable and trusted.

data.bnf.fr in Linking Open Data cloud diagram, by Richard Cyganiak and Anja Jentzsch.
http://lod-cloud.net/
Data transformation process
To make this work, we need to transform existing bibliographic data from various datasets,
enrich and interlink those datasets with internal and external resources, and publish HTML
pages. The whole process requires the transformation of (mostly) MARC or EAD formated
metadata into the information hub, based on modelling techniques in RDF. The modelling
activity has a direct link with aligning and enriching the data that have to be extracted and
processed. The content, links and services are brought together in compliance with
information concepts based on the FRBR bibliographical entities: "works", "authors" and
“subjects”. Then, the data are integrated within a publication architecture designed both to
build the HTML pages, and to display the raw data dumps in RDF.
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The data gathered from various datasets are brought together at the right level, so that works
and expressions can be found in a way that complies with the new bibliographic description
requirements. It displays links to all possible resources, which allows users to move to the
information type they need.

Using semantic Web standards and principles
Building a new web interface matching strong interoperability requirements has involved
using common (rather than library-centric) Web standards, and to comply in particular with
the requirements of the Semantic Web. It is both a matter of interoperability with external
sources, and of our own different datasets, since we have to align resources from several
catalogues in a variety of formats. We have thus built this service through a “semantic-web”
friendly data model, which enables resources and records to be brought together into the
Linked data, so as to make them as useful as possible to everybody: library users and
researchers, developers – and why not many more and diverse communities.
20

The most relevant descriptive data are extracted, and then integrated into the source code of
the HTML web pages, as RDFa markers. It is of course a way to make these representations
of real-world things easier to index, with efficient and relevant computer-readable elements.
But we also give the possibility to display the data as on the “Web of data”, in RDF.
Maintaining permanent URIs, which will also have to be easy for the user to understand is
another crucial issue and key aspect of the project. For this purpose, we have built a content
negotiation system. Those URIs have to refer to resources with useful information, and to be
integrated in a graph. Moreover, the use of an RDF-compliant data model, with standard
vocabularies (SKOS, RDA and FOAF) helps with providing RDF views of the data.
Licensing issues: yes, these data are open!
The metadata in RDF published via data.bnf.fr are placed under a different licensing policy
than the documents from Gallica. In 2011, in order to fulfil the complete requirements of
Linked Open Data and to be open not only technically (using Semantic Web standards) but
also legally, the BnF indeed adopted the public open licence recommended by the French
Government Open Data mission (Etalab) for its data.gouv.fr program5.
Although creative commons technically hardly fit in the French code of intellectual property,
this licence could be compared to a CC-BY type of licence. It is free, open, encourages reuse
and reproduction, including for commercial purposes. But unlike the CC-0 licence, it requires
attribution. It is compatible with other foreign or international major similar licences such as
the Open Government Licence (UK Government) and the ODC-BY and CC-BY 2.0 licences.
Choosing this licence for the data.bnf.fr project was not an easy decision to make and has
required quite a lot of research and explanations but this choice, which can be considered the
first visible move of the BnF towards Open Data, is now fully supported by the top
management as well as the staff of the BnF.
2.3 FIRST RESULTS AND BENEFITS AFTER ONE YEAR
Encouraging statistics
Data.bnf.fr keeps developing, with more contents and functional improvements being added
every month. This infant application is growing fast, both in terms of the amount of contents
it describes and in terms of audience and usage.
Contents: At the end of 2012, 200,000 web pages had been made available on data.bnf.fr.
These pages described 45,250 works and 20,000 authors (FRBR entities), linked to 3.6
million bibliographic records. It is estimated that the information present on data.bnf.fr now
represents 20% of the contents available in the BnF catalogues.
Usage: At the end of 2012, for its first full year in operation, data.bnf.fr cumulated 637,650
individual visitors and 1.2 million page hits. These figures show a great progress since the
end of 2011 (+ 550% for visitors and + 400 % for page hits) although figures are hardly
comparable, 2011 being a kick-off year. On a monthly basis, this means an average of 53 134
individual visitors per month in 2012.

5

http://www.data.gouv.fr/Licence-Ouverte-Open-Licence.
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More significant and interesting figures for the Year 2012 are:
- the originating point of visits to data.bnf.fr: 80.6% of the visits come from a web
search engine. This is another encouraging figure, which shows that most people using
data.bnf.fr find it via a search engine, not from a dedicated website.
- the conversion rate: 71.9%. This means that in 2012, 71.9% of the visits to data.bnf.fr led
to a visit of another BnF application (catalogues, Gallica…). This is a very encouraging figure
as it shows that data.bnf.fr is fully playing its role as an information “hub” (rather than a
substitute), driving new traffic towards other BnF resources.

Given those encouraging first results, the BnF management considers that the application has
now reached a stage of maturity beyond proof of concept status. It has therefore been possible
to secure staff and budget to allow the continuing and sustainable development of the project
in the next three years. At the same time, we’ll keep exploring use cases demonstrating the
benefits which data.bnf.fr can bring to the Library and to other stakeholders.
24

New data exchange models between libraries
As acknowledged by other national libraries engaged in similar projects, it is difficult to
identify and follow all types of reuse made from this growing dataset. It should be first
highlighted that the data.bnf.fr project has great potential for metadata reuse by libraries
specifically. The BnF envisions that 5 or 10 years from now, public libraries in France (or
elsewhere) could use Semantic Web technologies to link their local catalogues to reference
metadata produced by the BnF (as the Bibliographic National Agency of France) rather than
continue retrieving them via Z39.50 protocol, FTP servers or OAI repositories. The technical
assumption underlying this vision is that metadata will not need to be retrieved physically
from server to server from the National library towards local libraries anymore. Instead, we
imagine that most of the references describing the collections kept by those libraries could be
made available by the BnF in a metadata hub building on the technologies developed for
data.bnf.fr (which are all open source technologies 6 ). Local libraries could then use
appropriate APIs to link to the National Library metadata from their local systems rather than
retrieving them. This could bring a second, digital life to the French National Bibliography
and considerably increase use and reuse of its metadata.
In this scenario, local cataloguing could be reduced to a minimum, allowing librarians to
reinvent their descriptive tasks by focusing more on linking resources and enriching the
metadata with local information when useful rather than describing them. In order to explore
this scenario in a prospective yet realistic fashion, the BnF started a use case R&D project
together with a local public library near Paris (the Municipal Library of Fresnes 7 ) and a
software company specialized in LOD technologies (Logilab 8 ) which is also the BnF’s
contractor for the development of data.bnf.fr. This small-scale project aims at exploring and
prototyping this scenario in a real life situation, starting from the local library functional
requirements rather than from the BnF’s actual plans. This project’s goal, besides starting
prototyping new data exchange solutions, is to ensure that the way the Library envisions the
future of its metadata will ultimately meet practical needs and constraints from the national
public library network. Communication about this project should also bring awareness about
new forms of cooperation and business models among the librarian and specialized software
vendor communities.
We foresee similar applications for the exchange and linking of bibliographic information in
the short term at the international level, be it for bilateral cooperation (with other national
libraries engaged in LOD, such as the national libraries of Germany, Sweden, the British
Library or the Library of Congress) or via multilateral projects such as VIAF.
Bridging Library data with other communities
LOD also means opening the Library resources to other communities than the librarians. The
BnF has already heard of, or been approached by several organisations reusing or planning to
reuse its metadata for a variety of purposes. The cultural agency of the French Foreign Affairs
(l’Institut français) has been using data.bnf.fr to develop IF Verso, a portal which serves as
registry for all French works translated in foreign languages 9 . An unknown start-up
apparently run by a single individual created an iPhone application using the BnF data. Others
are planning to use it in order to link metadata about authors (from data.bnf.fr), digitized
6
7
8

In particular, CubicWeb. See : http://www.cubicweb.org
http://bm.fresnes94.fr
http://www.logilab.fr
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works (some coming from Gallica) and geospatial information (aligned with BnF geographic
name authorities) in order to develop a new service where tourists and locals from all regions
of France could easily read on their smart phone excerpts from digitized books in relation
with a monument or a landscape they pass by.
In 2013, the BnF will keep promoting data.bnf.fr among scholars and programmers, hoping to
initiate new partnerships, innovations and linking opportunities between its bibliographic
dataset and others. This will be done by means of promoting the project in national and
international LOD conferences and organizing hackathons at the Library where programmers
will be invited to play with our RDF data.
2.4 NEXT STEPS AND UPCOMING CHALLENGES
Those were the very first encouraging figures, success stories and plans that can be shared for
data.bnf.fr. The BnF hopes that many more will come, as each of these stories will help to
demonstrate the value of pushing the BnF bibliographic legacy in the LOD. At the scale and
time where national libraries operate, it should however be pointed out that there is no magic
bullet for transforming the existing data. Only a limited portion (20 %) of the BnF General
catalogue MARC records is currently made visible and reusable on data.bnf.fr. Much remains
to be done not only to apply FRBR to the rest of the legacy records but also to envisage an
even more radical and expensive shift in the production system, which will require changing
cataloguing rules, practices and information system in order to produce current bibliographic
information in the right format for direct exposition on the Web with no further need of
transformation and remodelling. The development wish list of data.bnf.fr is therefore quite
long and can’t be further detailed here. We will only insist on two aspects which we consider
of strategic importance and echo the history of Gallica: scalability and organization.
Scalability and performance
In the next year, the project will first address the top priority issue of scalability. As the plan,
over a three year period, is to expose almost all of BnF legacy descriptive metadata in
data.bnf.fr, an important challenge will be to guarantee the performance and the relevancy of
the system at such a scale. Data.bnf.fr started with the production of FRBR and RDF-type
datasets which were particularly well structured, but dealing with less structured data from the
various historical layers of the catalogue will be another kettle of fish. It seems equally
important to monitor the volumes of the data being exposed on the web to make sure that
search engines will remain capable (and willing) to harvest them properly.
Internal dissemination and organization
The BnF cataloguing staff has showed great interest in the development of data.bnf.fr,
although this requires lots of internal dissemination and educational efforts and will remain an
important aspect of leading the spirit of innovation around this project, just as it has been the
case in the making of Gallica over the past years. The data.bnf.fr project team has formed
several internal working and steering groups taking an active part in the evaluation of the
project and the definition of its future roadmap. They discuss key issues such as: which
datasets should be exposed first in data.bnf.fr and along which criteria? To which external
data should the BnF link its data? How should current data transformation processes influence
the existing metadata models and production practices? Conducting such conversations and
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encouraging collective decision-making around this project can only contribute to its success
in the long run.
As the system must meet the objective of becoming business as usual, it is equally important
to define the appropriate organization schemes for its management. Agile development
methods will be more and more confronted with more and more challenging software
integration situations as well as daily data processing and operation issues. Technical issues
will have a growing impact on contents and policy, requiring more people from various
professional units to get involved in the project. Such organizational changes, already
experimented with Gallica and with other projects out of the scope of this application (e.g.
building the web archiving and digital legal deposit program and the digital preservation
repository), are part of a wider process in the BnF’s global effort to become digital and revisit
its organization accordingly.
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IV. Letters of support and testimonials
A few examples

Hello,
Since you invite us to write, I would like to say with what pleasure – and emotion – I found on
the Gallica home page the article on the “Alliance sténographique” of which my grandfather,
Alphonse Lécuyer was secretary, then vice-president and finally president until his death in
1937. He had been stenographer of the Chambre des députés before 1914.
N° 119 of 1935 tells of his illness and the operation which it made necessary. N° 105 of 1932
is more festive, since it tells of two of his three daughters giving birth – to me and to my twin
cousins… with an “ode” in honor of the three new-born infants, which certainly does not
deserve its place amongst the literary works digitized by the Bibliothèque nationale de
France!
However that may be, I have discovered things I did not know of… and the poem has given
much joy to my grandchildren!
Best regards
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V. Mission statement of the National Library of France
Decree creating the National Library of France (Nr. 94-3, Jan. 3rd, 1994).
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